Midrealm Internal Letter of Acceptances and Returns
23 September 2018
Greetings I send, Estelle Rouge Scarpe, unto the Midrealm College of Heralds. Here follows is the
Midrealm Letter of Acceptances and Returns for the Internal Letters of Intent dated Auguest 14th and
17th, 2018. My thanks to COMMENTERS for their commentary.
1a: Adeline Glöckner - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
1b: Adeline Glöckner – New Device
Per bend sinister azure and sable, on a bend sinister argent three handbells bendwise sable.
Decision: Forwarded.
2: Adella Silberpfeil - Resub Device
Per chevron throughout azure and argent, two bows armed with arrows drawn toward sinister argent
and a dragon dormant purpure.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned as “Per chevron throughout azure and argent, two drawn
bows reversed with arrows nocked argent and a dragon couchant, head lowered, purpure.”
3: Aibhilìn Ruadh - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
4a: Alienor de Saint Remi - New Household Name
House of the Three Roses
Decision: Forwarded. The issue of presumption with the Order of the Rose was raised. SENA
states “For example, House of the Blue Garter could be seen as a reference to the blue garter
badge of the Order of the Garter and would not be registered, but House of the White Garter
would be allowed.” Because the badge is not a chaplet, or a wreath of roses, I do not think this
qualifies as presumption, but it is not Rouge Scarpe’s decision to make. Therefore, I am
forwarding it.
4b: Alienor de Saint Remi - New Badge
(Fieldless) Three roses azure, barbed, slipped and leaved vert, seeded Or, slips interlaced in
pall.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned as: (Fieldless) Three roses azure, barbed, slipped and
leaved vert, seeded Or in pall slips interlaced.
5: Anastasia Tremayne - Resub Device
Per chevron purpure and argent, two ravens close respectant argent and a triquetra vert, a
bordure counter changed ermine, counter ermine
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned: “Per chevron purpure and argent, two ravens respectant
argent and a triquetra vert, a bordure counterchanged ermine and counter-ermine.”
6a: Aveline de la Rocha - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
6b: Aveline de la Rocha - New Badge
Or, three mushrooms issuant from a cauldron vert, within a bordure quarterly vert and sable.
Decision: Forwarded. Artist Note: Draw the main charge larger and more centered, vertically.

7: Azer Cane - Resub Device
Argent, on a base gules a maple leaf argent
Decision: Forwarded.
8: Bronwen Elvina ní hOdhrin - New Device
Per pale very and purpure, a domestic cat passant contourny guardant, a bordure argent.
Decision: Returned for conflict with Patri du Chat Gris's device (Jun 1973) "Sable, a cat
counter-s'elongeant within a bordure argent". Sir Patri passed away in 2007. The submitter is
advised to either seek a Permission to Conflict with his heirs, or redesign their submission and
resubmit.
9: Caryn of Cynnabar - Resub Device
Per chevron inverted sable and gules, a cairn of four stones argent.
Decision: Forwarded. This was returned in Kingdom, and has addressed the problems for
return. It is being forwarded as a new submission to Laurel.
10: Clairiel du Vent Argent - New Device
Sable, in chief a mullet of six points Or, two flaunches checky gules and argent.
Decision: Forwared.
11: Danahild nic Choluim - New Device Change
Argent, a bend azure and overall a bear rampant contourny sable.
Decision: Forwarded.
12a: Eadred Æthellystan - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
12b: Eadred Æthellystan - New Device
Per fess with a right step gules and sable.
Decision: Forwarded.
13a: Elianor Rocheford - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
13b: Elianor Rocheford - New Device
Purpure, an owl displayed between three increscents argent.
Decision: Forwarded.
14: Eliska of Plzen - New Device
Per pale vert and purpure, three eremice regardant sinister in pale Or
Decision: Pended. Reblazoned as “Per pale vert and purpure, three reremice regardant in pale
Or.” Submission must be redrawn for color.
16: Emelye the Faire - New Name Change
Decision: Forwarded.

15a: Emeline Faure - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Per submitter’s wishes, the name is forwarded with two Ms, as
Emmeline.
15b: Emeline Faure - Device
Purpure, an owl displayed ermine and in base a handbell fesswise argent.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned to “Purpure, an owl displayed ermine and in base a
handbell fesswise reversed argent.”
17: Flann MacDonald - New Device
Or, a dragon couchant with its head lowered contourny gules and on a chief sable five mullets
of eight points, 3 and 2 Or.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned as “Or, a dragon couchant with its head lowered contourny
gules and on a chief sable five mullets of eight points three and two Or.”
18a: Gavlik Kolasa - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
18b: Gavlik Kolasa - New Device
Purpure, on a bend between a butterfly displayed and a unicorn couchant reguardat argent,
three hearts palewise gules
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned “Purpure, on a bend between a butterfly and a unicorn
couchant reguardant argent, three hearts palewise gules.”
19a: Hilla Storm Bringer - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
19b: Hilla Storm Bringer - New Device
Azure, on a pale vert fimbriated between two lightning bolts palewise, an otter rampant argent,
a bordure argent semy of music notes azure
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned to “Azure, on a pale vert fimbriated between two lightning
bolts palewise, an otter rampant argent, a bordure argent semy of musical notes azure.”
20a: Hróðgeirr Varghǫss - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
20b: Hróðgeirr Varghǫss - New Device
Per saltire argent and gules, two ravens volant bendwise sable and two wolf's heads erased
respectant argent.
Decision: Returned. SENA D.2.C Unity of Posture. Must be redrawn for erasing as well.
21a: Ingvarr Rauðúlfsson - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Comments.
21b: Ingvarr Rauðúlfsson - New Device
Sable, on a pale gules fimbriated a pair of wings argent.
Decision: Forwarded.
22a: Jaquelinne la Deiciere - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Comments.
22b: Jaquelinne la Deiciere - New Device
Per chevron vert and argent, two edelweiss proper and a pithon erect vert.
Decision: Forwarded. Comments.

23: Kanza al-Khalil - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
24a: Katrine Tomasdottir - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
24b: Katrine Tomasdottir - New Device
Per pale sable and argent, two domestic cats combatant, and on a bordure counter changed,
four butterflies counter changed azure and Or.
Decision: Forwarded. The butterflies could not be blazoned as submitted, this is being
forwarded with a redrawn emblazon to make the butterflies as a seme on the bordure.
25a: Kinna Blackheath - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Thomas Blackheath
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NV64-8M2
25b: Kinna Blackheath - New Device
Per chevron sable crusily and argent, in base a pomegranate gules seeded argent slipped and
leaved vert.
Decision: Forwarded.
26a: Kunigunda Ottilia - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
26b: Kunigunda Ottilia - New Device
Or, a shepherd's crook and a spear in saltire between two clews of yarn fesswise vert.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned to Or, a shepherd's crook and a spear in saltire between two
clews of yarn in fess vert.
27: Llywelyn Glyndyverdwy - Resub Augmentation of Arms
Sable, on a cross vert fimbriated a leek Or, and for augmentation in dexter chief a harp
sustained by a dragon's foot couped bendwise sinister Or.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned to Sable, on a cross vert fimbriated a leek Or, and for
augmentation in dexter chief a harp sustained by a dragon's foot couped Or.
28: Macrina Archangela Paladini - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Comments about st.names. UPLOAD IMAGES
29: Maleachi Wulfhart - New Name Change
30a: Margot la Sauvage - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Comments.
30b: Margot la Sauvage - New Device
Purpure, three owls affronty and in base three chevronelles interlaced argent.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned as “Purpure, in fess three owls affronty and in base three
chevronels braced argent.”
31: Mary Coleta Rose - New Badge
(Fieldless) An owl argent sustaining in its talons a rose proper.
Decision: Forwarded.

32: Oláfr Ígulbjarnarson - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Comments.
33: Siobhán an Einigh - New Device
Argent, on a pale azure between two triskelions of spirals purpure, an increscent argent and as
an augmentation on a base purpurse a quill pen Or.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned as “Argent, on a pale azure between two triskelions of
spirals purpure, an increscent argent and for augmentation on a base purpure a quill pen Or.”
Suggest a redraw to make the quill pen more clear. Changed to Augmentation of Arms.
34: Siobhán an Einigh - New Badge
(Fieldless) A reremouse migrant argent
Decision: Returned for Conflict with “Per bend sinister sable and vert, a reremouse argent."
with 1 DC for field. Registered by Chabi of Burkhan Khaldun in October of 1995 (via Atlantia).
35: Sorcha inghen uí Dhonnchaidh - New Badge
(Fieldless) Three fleurs-de-lys conjoined in pale azure.
Decision: Forwarded.
36: Sorcha inghen uí Dhonnchaidh - New Augmentation of Arms
Argent, in pale three fleurs-de-lys between flaunches azure, as an augmentation, the central
fleurs-de-lys charged with a mullet of five points Or
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazon: “Argent, in pale three fleurs-de-lys between flaunches azure,
as an augmentation, the central fleur-de-lys charged with a mullet of five points Or” Redrawn
per comments. (GET APPROVAL)
37: Taddea di Avito del Pace - New Device
Gules, a goat rampant argent upon a trimount vert and in chief two acorns argent.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazon to “Gules, a goat rampant argent atop a trimount vert and in
chief two acorns argent.”
38a: Terren La Noire - New Name
Decision: Pended. Submitter contacted 9/23/18
38b: Terren La Noire - New Device
Sable mullety Or, on a pile inverted argent a fir tree couped proper.
Decision: Pended. Forward after submitter response on name.
39: Þóra Grímudóttir - New Badge
Per fess wavy vert and sable, a demi duck diving issuant from the line of division Or.
Decision: Forwarded. Rouge Scarpe cannot comment on the orientation of duck.
40a: Þóra Róarsdóttir - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
40b: Þóra Róarsdóttir - New Badge
Purpure, a bezant estencelly sable.
Decision: Forwarded.

41a: Þóravald Vintsson - New Name
Decision: Forwarded. Changed to (Th)órvald Vintrarson
41b: Þóravald Vintsson - New Device
Azure, on a pall inverted between an increscent and a fox sejant argent, three vines of birch
azure conjoined in pall inverted.
Decision: Forwarded.
42: Thorstæinn Ulfarsson - New Device
Gules, a pale sable fimbriated between two eagles close Or.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazon to “Gules, a pale sable fimbriated between two eagles close
respectant Or.” Thorstæinn Ulfarsson This name was registered in October of 2017 (via the
Middle). Submission emblazon was corrected for size and placement is eagles.
43a: Tonis Kurze - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
43b: Tonis Kurze - New Device
Per chevron thorought sable and purpure, a goat clymant and in base two quill pens in saltire
Or.
Decision: Forwarded.
44: Tonis Kurze - New Badge
(Fieldless) A goat clymant standing upon a quill pen fesswise nib to dexter Or.
Decision: Forwarded.
45: Xiahou Bu - New Badge
Per pale and chevronelly inverted azure and argent, on an ogress a calamrie argent.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned to “Per pale and chevronelly inverted azure and argent, on
an ogress a calamarie argent.”
46: Xiahou Bu - New Badge
Per pale and chevronelly inverted gules and argent, on a billet sable a labyrinth argent.
Decision: Forwarded.
47a: Ysenda inghean Mhaoil Dúin - New Name
Decision: Forwarded.
47b: Ysenda inghean Mhaoil Dúin - New Device
Azure, two medlar flowers in bend sinister, an orle Or.
Decision: Forwarded. Contact Submitter about meaning of medlar.
48: Zillah bint Uways al-Qahir - New Device Change
Per fess purpure and sable masoned argent, on a flame Or issuant from the line of division, a
demi-salamander vert.
Decision: Forwarded. Reblazoned to “Per fess purpure and sable masoned argent, on a flame
Or a demi-salamander vert, both issuant from the line of division.”
49: Zoe bint Kismet - New Badge
(Fieldless) Three wooden curule chairs conjoined in fess proper.
Decision: Forwarded.

